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This   is   an   appeal   by   CK  Resources,    Inc.    (CK)   from   an   order

of   the  bankruptcy   court   denying   all   of   a  motion  made   by   CK.

Additionally,   appellee,   the   recently   appointed   trustee   in

bankruptcy   of   the   debtor   Paiute   Oil   and   Mining   (Paiute)   has   moved

this   court   to  dismiss   the   appeal   on   the  grounds   that   the

bankruptcy   cou[t's   ruling  was   not   a   final   order.      Arguments   were

heard   on   the   motion   to   dismiss   and   the   appeal   was   submitted   on

the   parties'   written  briefs.1     The   court   took   both   the

trustee's   motion   and   the   appeal   under   advisement.        After

reviewing   the   arguments   and   the  briefs,   the   court   aff irms   in   part

the  bankruptcy   court's   order   and   remands   the  matter   for   further

proceed ings .

The   facts   in   ttiis   case  began   on  February   11,    1982,   when   the

parties   signed   a   contract   for   the   sale,   to  CK,   of   a   lease  held  by

1        At   the   time   the   appeal   briefs   were   submitted,   no   trustee  had
been   appointed.     The  brief   for   the   debtor   in
possession   was   submitted   and   signed   by   Paiute's   attorney,
Paul   N.   Cotro-Manes.
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Paiute.      Pursuant   to   this   contract,   CK  delivered   a   check   for   a

$30,000   deposit,   the  balance   to   be   paid   at   closing.      The   planned

sale   was   never   completed   arid   CK   Sued   to   recover   the   deposit.      In

that   action,   CK   alleged   that   the   check  was   to  be  held   in  esc[oW

and   that   Paiute   cashed   the   check   and   commingled   the   $30,000   With

its   own   funds.

That   action  was  brought   in  the  United   States   District   Coi]rt

for   the   District   of   Utah,    then  C82-0794W.      The   assigned   judge

er`tered   a   partial   summary   judgment   in   favor   of   CK   for   the

escrowed   funds   in   the   amount   of   $30,000   plus   interest.      Paiute

then   appealed   that   judgment   to   the  Court   of   Appeals,   posting   a

$40,000   supersedeas   bond.      1thile   the   case   was   pending   review   in

the  Court   of  Appeals,   two   critical   events   took   place.     First,   on

May   15,    1984,   Paiute   assigned   its   interest   in   the   supersedeas

bond   to   its   attorney,   Mr.   Paul   Cotro-Manes.      Second,   on   December

18,1984,   Paiute   filed   for   bankruptcy   under   Chapter   11.      The

appeal,   the  bond   and   its   assignment   to  Cotro-Manes   were   all

described   in   the   Statement   of   Af fairs   f iled   in   the  ban-kruptcy

court,   but   no  mer]tion   of   any   interest   the  bankrup.t  may  have   in

the  bond   was   Stated   in   the   asset   schedule.     The   alleged

obligation   to  CK  was   not   listed   nor   was   CK   listed   as   a   creditor.

CK  received   no   formal   notice   of   the  bankruptcy   proceeding.

Despite   the  bankruptcy   proceedings,   the  Court   of  Appeals

reversed   the   summary   judgment   in   C82-0794   in   March   1985   and

remanded   the   case.      The   supersedeas   bond  .posted   for   that   appeal
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was   then,   on   Paiute's  motion   and   with   CK's   Stipulation,   released

by   the   clerk   of   the   District   Court   to   Paiute   oniAugust   8,

1985.2      In   November   of   1985,   CK   f iled   the  motion   that   is   the

Subject   of   this   appeal.

CK's  motion   asked   for   Several   alternative   forms   of   relief :

I)   CK   requested   that   the   funds   from  the   supersedeas  bond  be

declared-`subject   to  a   constructive  trust   in   favor   of  CK.

2)   CK   sought   a   declaration   from  the  court   that   the   listing

of   the   supersedeas   bond   in   the   Statement   of  Af fairs   constituted

guf f icient   proof   of   claim   for   purposes   of   the  bankruptcy

proceeding.      In   connection  with   this   request,   CK   argued   that   the

circuit   court   decision   reversing   the   summary   judgment   was   void,

jurisdiction  having  been   removed   from   the   court   of   appeals   by

virtue   of   the   automatic   stay   provisions   of   the  bankruptcy   code.

11   U.S.C.    §      362.      Thus,   CK   argued,   not   only   was   there   si]fficient

proof   of   claim,   but   CK's   claim  was   liquidated   in   the   amount   of

the   summary   judgment   for   $30,000   plus   interest.

3)   If   the   passage   in   the   Statement   of   Affairs   would   not

2       The   funds   were   released   to  Paiute   "by   and   through   its
attorney   of   record,   Paul   N.   Cotro-Man

No
sh

Inc.   v.   Paiute   Oil   &  Minir}
a

Tu;ning  Proceeds   Over   to   Defendant")

CK   Resources,
4J          .    L]ta

sedeas   Bond   and
at   201-02.     Nothing

ih  theurecord  on  appeal   indicates   that   any  notice  of  Paiute's
bankruptcy  was   given   to   the   coi]rt   releasing   the  bond.
Nevertitel-ess,   u5on   i iling   its   petition   in   the  bankrupt

0
thecourt,   Paiute,   as   debtor-in  po-ssession,   became

duties   of   a   chapter   11   trustee.      11   U.S.C.-_-_--     -_     _    ---_I  _  -_     _  __     _  _   _
R.I.   at   143.      Therefore,   Cot[o-Manes   received   the     unEs   in

g:a:i:ogfa:b:t5::E:Zp::;  :::ag:Ptor   ±n  possession  and  onThe   f unds   should  be   the

a:B€::t£:fp::s:gg:::[5::€  :£:o5:n£::p::;o:::I:i::g  :¥b;::t  to
that   cou[t'§   aiidit   and   order.
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serve   a§   proof   of   CK's   claim,   CK   sought   to  have   the   schedules   and

f ilings   amended   to   include   CK   as   a   creditor,   along  with   .leave   "to

file   a   proof   of   claim  after   the  deadline."     R.I.   at   148.

4)   If   all   of   the   above   [elief  was   refused,   CK  requested

either   a  modif ication  of   the  section  362  stay  with  respect   to  the

civil   action   in   the   1982   case,   or   a  declaration   that   the  stay  Was

inapplicable  to  that   case.   In  either  of   these  latter   two  possible

outcomes,   the   contract   action   in   C82-0794J   could   proceed   and   CK's

claim,   if   any,   could  be   determined.

The   bankruptcy   court,   in   a   decision  by   Judge   Mai,   refused

to  grant   any  of   CK's   alternative  motions.      In   doing   go,   the

bankruptcy   coiirt   specif ically   did   not   rule   on   whether   or   not   CK

could   f ile   a   valid   proof   of   claim,   amended   or   otherwise.

I.    THE    TRUSTEE'S    MOTION   T0   DISMISS

Shortly  before   the  hearing   on.this   appeal   was  held,   Paiute's

trustee   in  bankruptcy   entered  her   f irst   appearance   in  this

matter.      The   trustee  moved   for   dismissal,   arguing   that   none   of

the   issues   were   I inal  orders   or   otherwise  appropriate   for

interlocutory   review,     However,   this   court  has   jurisdiction  to

hear   appeals   from  such  orders,   whether   final  or   interlocutory   in

nature,   under   28  u.S.C.   §   158(a).      CK's   constructive   tri]st

theory,   if   successful,   would   significantly  effect   later

proceedings.     Ascertaining  the   status  of   the   funds   iri  question

i§,   in  any   event,   necessary   for   a   proper   determir`ation   of   the

bankruptcy   estate.     The  bankruptcy   court's   ruling   purports   to  bar
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CK   from  reasserting   its   claim  to   a   constructive   trust   on   the

funds   from   the   supersedeas   bond. See   infra  n.3.     Finally,   it   is

ur]clear  whether   the   trustee  asserts   an   interest   in   the  disputed

fund--either   that   wtiich   Paiute  received   or   that   which  Cotro-Manes

Currently  has  on  hand.     It   is   unclear  whether   the  trustee

contests   the  purported   assignment   to  Cotro-Manes   as   to  all   or

part.     There   is   ample   cause   for   review  at   this   point.     The

trustee's  motion   to  dismiss   is   denied.

11.    CK'S    MOTIONS

A.   Jurisdiction   of   the   Court   of   Appeals

As   a   preliminary  matter,   CK's   claim   that   the   court   of

appeals   lacked   jurisdiction   to   reverse   the   summary   judgment   in

C82-0794J   cannot   be  heard   by   this   court.      That   is   a  matter   for

the   Court   of   Appeals.      The   Court   of   Appeals   having   reversed   and

remanded   the   summary   judgment,   there   is   at   this   time   no   present

resolution   of   CK's   claim   to   the   $30,000   in   escrow   funds.

8.   CK's   Constructive   Trust   Claim

Ir!   order   to   regain   the   $30,000   deposit,   CK   seeks   the

equitable  remedy  of  a  constructive  trust.     A  constructive  trust

is   "-a   device   used   .    .    .   to   compel   one   who   unf ai[1y  holds   a

property   interest   to  convey   that   interest   to  another   to  whom   it

justly  belongs."     Bogert, Trusts   and   Trustees   §   471    (2d   ed.   rev.
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1978).   Ploperly   presented   with   a   claim  that   funds   purportedly   in

the  bankruptcy   estate  are   subject   to  a  constructive   trust,   a

bankruptcy   court   can  de-clare   a   constructive   trust   and   order

appropriate  relief . In   re   Butts,   46   Bankr.    292   (Bankr.N.D.

1985);    In   re   Martin   rein   &   Co., Inc.`,   43   Bankr.   623,    627    (Bankr.

S.D.N.Y.1984).      However,    in   this   case   CK  brought   its   claim   to

the   court   in   the   form  of   a  motion.     As   a  result,   the   court  based

its   denial.of   that  motior}  on   two  reasons:   first,   that   a  notion

was   not   a   correct  method   of   establishing  the  claimed   trust,   and

second,   that   the   case   at   hand   did   not  merit   imposition   of   a

constructive  trust.3

Judge   Mai`s   ruling   that   a  motion   was   an   inappropriate   way   of

establishing   the   claimed   trust   is   correct.     Bankruptcy  Rule   9014

permits  motions   to  be  made   in   "contested  matters   .    .    .   not

otherwise   governed   by   these   rules."     The   rules   covering   adversary

proceedings   adequately   govern   claims   such   as   the   constructive

trust   claimed   by   CK.      Bankruptcy   Rule   7001   clef ines   an   adversary

proceeding,    in   part,   as   "a   proceeding   in  a  bankruptcy   court   .    .    .
3       Judge  Mai's   decision   is   set   out   in  the   trariscript   of   the

ruling   on   December   18,    1985:
The   COURT:       WELL,     I'VE   HEARD   THE   ARGUMENTS
AND    I'VE   READ   A   GOOD   PART   OF   THE   RECORD,
.... I    THINK   THAT   THE    $30,000   WAS   A   SUPER-
sEDEAs   BOND,    unlcH   HAs   BEEN   RELEASED.       I
DON'T    BELIEVE    THAT   A   MOTION    IS   A   PROPER   WAY
TO   ESTABLISH   A   TRUST   FUND,    AND    I    DON'T
BELIEVE   THAT   THIS    IS   AN   APPROPRIATE   CASE
FOR   A   TRUST    FUND   AT   ANY   RATE.        S0    I'M   GOING
TO   DENT   THE   rioTION   TO   ESTABLlsH   A   TRusT
ON   THE    RELEASED   MONEY.

Transcript   of   Ruling   on   Motion  by  CK  Resources   for
Declaration  of   Trust,   Relief   From  Stay   or   for   Alternative
Relief ,      Bankruptcy   No.    84C-03451,    December   18,1985,    at   3.
(hereinafter   cited   as   "Rulir}g").
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to   recover   money   or   property   .    .    .    [or]    .    .    .   to   determine   the

validity,   priority,   or   exterit   of   a  lien  or  other   interest   in

property   . ..   "   See   also   ln   re   Butts,   46   Bankr.   292   (Bankr.

N.D.   1985)    (adversary   procee4ing   used   to  declare   constructive

trust).     Because   CK   Should  hive   raised   its   constructive   trust

claim  by   initiating  an  adversary  proceeding,   that   portion  of

Judge  Mai's   ruling  denying   the  motion   on   procedural   grounds   is

a f i i rmed .

The   second   reason   Judge   Mai   offered   for   denying   the  motion

for   declaration   of   a   trust   was   that   this   case   was`  not
"appropriate"   for   a   trust.      This   would   seem   to   preclude   CK   from

seeking  to  establish   its   constructive   trust   claim  in  a   later

adversary   proceeding.      To   that   extent,   Judge  Mai's   ruling   was

p I em a t u I e .

Under   Utah   law,4   a   constructive   trust   may   be   imposed   in

order   to   prevent   unjust   et`richment   which   would   result,   for

instance,    from   a   breach   of   f iduciary   duty.

Natiotial   Bank,

Parks   v.   Zions   First

673   P.2d   590   (Utah   1983),    s_i_ting   Restatement   of

Restitution   §160   (1937).      See   also, Hawkins   v.   Perr 123   Utah

16,   253   P.2d   372   (1953)    (recognizing   that   a  breach   of   fiduciary

duty  may   raise   a   cor]structive   trust).     A  person  holding   property

subject   to  a  constructive  trust,   other   than  a  bona   fide  purchaser

without  notice,   holds  only  bare   legal   title  and   is   Subject   to  a

4       Utah   law  concerning   constructive   trusts   is   the   law  required
Jaffke   v.    Dur`ham,    352   U.S.    280,to  be   applied   in  this   case.

281    (1957).
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duty   to  reconvey   the  property   to  the  lightful  owt`er.   g££

oratiori   of   the  President   of the  Church   of  Jesus   Christ   of

Latter-Day Saints   v.   Jolle 24   Utah   2d   187,    467   P.2d   984    (1970)

(constructive  trust   imposed  on  two  automobiles   purchased  with

embezzled   funds   and   evidently  given  to  the  defendant).     Under   the

1.ogic  of   the  ±e±±£j[  case,   the.equitable  right  of  ownership

remains   at   all   times  with   the  one  who  has  been  unjustly  deprived

of  his   property.

In  bankruptcy   proceedings,   these   same   principles   yield   the

result   that  p[opelty  originally  held   subject   to  a  constructive

trust  by   the  debtor   retains   that   character   in  the  bankruptcy

estate.       11   U.S.C.    §541(d);    Iri   re   Qu

I.2d   1009    (5th   Ci[.1985);

alit Holstein   Leasin

In   re   Martin  Fein   &  Co. Inc.'   43

752

Bankr.    623    (Bankr.    S.D.N.Y.1984);   4   Collier   on   Bankruptcy

|541.13   (15th   ed.1986).      The   estate  holds  merely   legal   title,   no

more.      In   re  Martin   rein  &  Co.,   hc.,   43   Bankr.   at   627;   4   Collier

on   Bankruptcy 1541.13;    see also  United   States   v.1thitin Pool s '

Inc.,   462   U.S.198,    205   n.10   (1983)    ("Congress   plainly   excluded

[flom  the  estate]   property  of  others  held  by   the  debtor   in  trust

at   the  time   of   filing  the  petitiori").     Thus,   once   a   claimant  has

met  his  burden  of   proving  both   the  existence  of   the  original

trust   relationship  and  the   identity  of  trust   property,   he  "is

entitled  to  priority  over   the  general  creditors  of   the

wrongdoer" , In   re   Martin   rein   &  Co.,   Iric 43   Bankr.   at   627,   and

the  trustee  will  be  ordered   to   turn  over   the  property  o[   its

proceeds.      See     4   Collier   oh   Bankruptcy   1541.13   at   541-72.I   to
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72.2.    (15th   ed.1986).      This   does   not   prejudice   the   creditors   Of

•the   estate,   as   they  have  no  right   to  profit   from  the  debtor'S

wrongs.    i, In   re   Martin   rein   &  Co.,   43   Bankr.   at 628, g-
5   Scott   on   Trusts   §   515,    at   3610-11    (3d   ed.1967).      The.

beneficiary  of   a   constructive   trust,   on  the  other  hand,   Should

not  be  required   to  proceed   as  tnerely  a  creditor,   a§  he  has  not

voluntarily  placed  his  property  8t   the  debtor's  disposal.     E±.

It   is   this   favorable  stati]s  that   CK  sought   to  establish  with   its

not i on ,

In  order   to  gain   recognition   as   a   constructive  trust

beneficiary,   CK   is   confronted   with   two  hurdles.      Ck  must

establish   the   trust   relationship   and   identify   the..specific

property   Subject   to  the   alleged   trust.     Both   of   these

requirements   remain   at   issue   in   the   present   case.      Both   depend   on

several   unresolved   questions   of   fact.     Without   resolution   of

these   i§sue§   the  bankruptcy  court's   ruling  that   no  constructive

trust   existed   cannot   be   sustained.

The   f irst   requirement--that   of  demonstrating   that   Paiute

originally  held   the  $30,000  as   a  constructive   trustee--goes   to

the  merits   of   the  original   civil   action   in  C82-0794J.     The

surma[y   judgment   having  been   reversed   and   remanded,   the   issues   in

that   case   remain   unresolved.5     No  valid   determination  has  been

5        The   Circuit   Court   of   Appeals   reversed   the   summary   judgment   on
the  basis   that   issues   of   fact   remained   as   to  what   the   intent
of   the   parties   was   with   regard   to   the   escrow   funds:.   SEA.

NO.   84-ri88Inc.   v.   Paiute   Oil   &  MininResources ,
eran 8men t)
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rLa/.1.E   as   to   wbethe[   Paiute  held   the   funds   as   a   I iduciary   or

;:,i..    .1`   :hat   duty   was   breached.      CK   is   entitled   to   Specific

;ir]di.iigs   of   fact   and   conclusions   of   law  with   regard   to   its   claim

that   the   $30,000  was  held   in   constructive   trust.

The   second   obstacle`CK  encounters   with   its   constructive

trust   theory   is   identifying   gone   reachable  assets   on  which   a

tri]st   cah   fairly  be   impc)sed.     As   yet,   ag   far   as   the   record   Shows,

there   is   no   showing   that   the   funds   f ron  the   gupersedeas   bond6

are   in   the  hands   of   the  trustee   or   in  the  bankruptcy  estate.

However,   it   is   the   trustee's   duty   to  recover   those   funds   if   they

are   property   of   the   estate.     This   presents   a   problem   for   CK,

because   for   purposes   of   the   present   case,   tracing   the   furids

allegedly   subject   to   the   constructive   trust  may  depend   on   the

trustee   pursuing   that   course   of   action.     Failing   that,   CK  nay

have   an   action   against   Cotro-Manes   or   the   trustee.

Finding   assets   that   can  be   imposed   with   the   trust   depends

on   the   application  of   traditional,   equitable   tracing  principles.

In   re   Independent Clearin House   Co.,   41   Bankr.    985    (Bankr.   Utah

6      S:i:::i:da:E::::y:h;a:¥P8:::::a:n::?d  RE!i:I:a:i::::€  ::gbt
oration  ofSee   Cot

Ch I i stiffollow   the   funds-into  Cotro-Manes'   hands,
President   of   the  Church   of  Jesusthe atter-

nts   V,
as  not been  made   a   party   to  this   action  by

However,   the   assignment
E6-€6Er6---M:ae;--rias   not   dncanditional.      Record   at   204   (Exhibit
H).     The   estate   retains   at   least   some   interest   in   the   funds,

:: 5:ep::i;::::?t  a::e:::i:C:tt:b:nt:::°8::i:EM::::hr:::£€::
possession   of   the   funds,   he  was   acting  not   for  himself  but   as\                        ,           ,     _     _          __                 ^See   infra   n.   2

either   CK  or   the  bankruptcy   trustee

attorney   for   the  debtor   in  possession
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1984)  . See   also,   Boge[t, Trusts   and   Trustees   §§   921-30   (2d   ed.

1982).   .  In   the   case   at  hand,   the   funds   allegedly   subject   to   the

trust   were   first   cormingled   and   later,   under   CK's   theory,   used   to

purchase   a   certif icate  of   deposit   to  serve  as   a   supersedeas  bond.

But   the   i act   that  money   is   cormingled  with   funds  not   Subject   to   a

constructive  trust  does   not   prevent   the  trust   from  being   imposed

on   the   entire   accoi]nt.        As   long  as   some   funds   remain   in  the

accoiint,   it   is   presumed   that   withdrawals   from  the   account,   if

made   for   non-trust   piirposes,   do  not   diminish   the  amount   in   the

accourit  held   subject   to  the  trust.

Bankr.    737    (W.D.    Tenn.,

In   re  Hurricane   Elkhorn,    32

1983)    aff 'd,    763   F.2d   188    (6Ch   Cir.

1985);   Boge[t,   £+±pE±,    at   §924; 76   Am.    JUT.    Trusts    §263    (1975).

On   the  other  hand,   if   the   trustee  purchases   an   investment   with

the   cormingled   account   and   the   tenainde[   of   the   account   is   used

for   non-trust   purposes,   ttie   tri]§t  may  be   imposed   on   the

investment.   |p__Ie_  Plope[ty   Leasing   &  nana_gement,__I_I_cL,   46   Bank[.

903   (Bankr.   E.D.   Tenn.1985),   sj±j±2g  Bogert,   £±±pI±,   at   §   582.

This   is   especially   true   if ,   as   in   the  present   case,   the   funds

taken  out   of   the   account   are   set   aside   for   satisfaction  of   a

judgment   arising  oiit   of   the  subject   of   the  original   constructive

trust   relationship.     In  such   a  case,   those  separated   funds  might

now  constitute  an   identifiable  res,   havirig  been  get   aside   for   an

ostensible  trust   purpose.

oration   Securities   Liti

See   ln  re  Fli ht   Trans rtation

ation,    730   F.2d   1128   (8th   Cir.1984).

If  CK  is   entitled   to  the  constructive  trust   remedy,   additional

detailed   f inding§   are   required   to   determine  wtiether   the   funds   can

fairly  be   traced   to   the   supersedeas  bond  or   other   property  of
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Paiute   in   the  hands   of   the   trustee.     This   tracing  would

necessarily   depend   on   a   clc.se   excimination   of   Paiute's   account

history   and,   more   specif ically,   on  whether   the   $40,000

certificate   of   deposit   used   for   the  bond   can  be   said   to.have  been

purchased  with   trust   funds.     Even   if   the   funds   were   originally

held   subject   to  a  constructive  trust,   no  remedy  exists   in  the

bankruptcy  court   if   the  res   cannot  be  traced   to  the  estate  or  bag

been   exhausted.

No   specif ic   factual   fir]dirigs   exist   as   to  CK's   claim   that   the

$30,000  was   held   in   constructive   trust   and   whether   that   trust   can

now  be   traced   to   some  reachable   asset   within  the   jurisdiction  of

ttie  bankruptcy  court.     These   issues   still  await   resolution,   and

the   question   of   the   appropriateness   of   this   case   for   imposition

of   a   trust   cannot   be  determined   wi.thout   resolutions   of   those

specific   questions   of   fact.      In   addition,   further   proceedings  may

allow  the  validity   of   Cotro-Manes'   possession  of   the   funds   from

the   supersedeas   bond   to  be  brought   into  question.     Accordingly,

the  bankruptcy   court's   ruling   that   this   case   is   inappropriate   for

imposition   of   a   constructive   trust   is   vacated   and   remar`ded   for

further   proceedings.

C.   CK's   Proof   of   Claim  -

CK's   alternative   strategy,   should   it   fail   in  gaining

Constructive   trust   statiis   for   its   claim,   is   to  pursue   the   funds

as   a  creditor   in   the  bankruptcy   proceeding.     Pursuant   to   this
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theory,   CK  requested   that   the  bankruptcy   court   rule   that   the

mention   of   the   supersedeas   bond   and   pending   appeal   of   C82-0794J

in  the  Statement   of   Af fairs   filed   for   Paiute's  bankruptcy   is

suf f icient   proof   of  claim  within  the  requirements  of   the

bankruptcy   code,    11   U.S.C.    §1111.      As   an  `alternative   to   this

route,   CK   also  moved   for`  a.mendment   of   the   schedules   and   filings

and  permission  to   f ile   a  pioof  of  claitn  after   the  Statutory

deadline.

§1111   of   the   bankruptcy   code   provides   that   any   claim  "that

appear[s]   in   the   schedules   filed   under   .   .   .   this   title,   except   a

claim   .    .    .   that   is   Scheduled   as   disputed,   contingent,   or

uriliquidated"   shall   be   deemed   filed.      11   U.S.C.    §   1111.      The

purpose   of   sectior`   1111   is   to   relieve   the  holder   of   a   clear   and

undi§puted   claim   from  the   necessity   of   filing   a   claim.     When  both

the  debtor   and   the   claimant   agree   on   the   existence   and   amount   of

a   claim,   no   purpose   i§   served  by   requiring   the   formality   of

f iling.     CK's   claim  does  not   f it   within  the  policy   of   section

1111.      This   claim  has   been   the   subject   of   a   civil   suit   and   a

subsequent   appeal   and   later   a   contested  motion   in   the  bankruptcy

court   followed  by,this   appeal.     Even   if   the  term  "schedules"   as

used   in   section   1111   is   elastic  enough   to   include   the   Statement

of  Affairs,   the  claim  is  clearly   in  dispute  or   at   least

contingent   on   the   eventual   outcome  of  C82-0794J.      If   CK  must

proceed   as   a  creditor,   it  must   f ile  a  proof  of   claim.

As   its   second   argi]ment   relating   to   its   proof   of   claim,   CK
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also  appeals   what   it   perceived   as   a   refusal  by   the  bankruptcy

court   to   allow  CK   to   f ile   a   proof   of   claim.     This   argument

appears   to   stem   from  a  misconceptiori.,   on  CK'g   part,   of   Judge

Mai'g   order.     That   ruling,   while   denying  CK'g   request   that   the

p-assage   in   the   Statement   of   Affairs   serve   8s   proof   of   CK's   Claim,

Specifically  did  not   rule  on  whether   or  not   CK  could   file  a   late,

or   amended,   proof   of   claim.     Order  denying  Declaration  of   Trust,

Bankr.   No.84C-03451,   Record   at   166,   Ruling,   £j±pl±,   at`3-5.      CK

apparently   initially  comprehended   the  ruling  to  deny  all

requested   relief ,   it`cluding  the  opportunity  to   file  a  proof   of

claim  after   the   statutory   deadline.     While   the  barikruptcy   coi]rt

did  deny   the  motion   in  entirety,   this   court   does  not   ir}terp[et

that   ruling   as   foreclosing  CK   from   f iling   such   a   claim  and

letting   its   validity  be  tested   at   a   later   date.     Rather,   the

bar]k[uptcy   court   merely   refused   to  explicitly   authorize  CK's

belated   proof   of   claim.   Indeed,    since   Judge   Mai's   ruling  CK  has

f iled   such   a   proof   of   claim.

That   proof   of   claim  has   not   been   challenged   or   disallowed   in

the  bankruptcy   court.     Therefore,   it   is   simply   too   early   to  rule

whether  or  not  CK   is  entitled   to  present   a  valid  claim  as   a

matter   of   right.     Paiute's   trustee  was   correct   in  arguing  that

the   issues   relating  to  whether  or  not  CK  had   f iled  or   could   i ile

a  valid  proof  of   claim  are   inappropriate   for   interlocutory  review

at   present.     Should   an  objection   to  CK's   proof   of   claim  be  raised

at   a   later   point,   those   issues   can  then  be   tried.     Those  portions

of   the  bankruptcy   court's   ruling  relating  to  a   proof  of   claim  are
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affirmed.

D.   CK's   Request   for   Modification   of   the   §   36?.   Stay.

Firially,   CK   appeals   the  bankruptcy  court's   refusal   to  modify

the  automatic   stay   instituted  by   section   362  of   the  bankruptcy

code.7      11   U.S.C.    §   362.      The  modification   that   CK   argues   for

would   allow  CK  to  continue   to  pursue   its  constructive  trust   claim

against   Paiute   in   district   coi]rt,   as   begun   in  C82-0794J.        The

bankruptcy   coi]rt  has   broad   power   to   issue   an   order  modifying   the

section      362   stay   for   cause.      11   U.S.C.    §   362(d).      Indeed,    the

language  of   that   section   is  mandatory.     Ii;   2  Collier  on

Bankruptcy   1362.07   (15th   ed.1986).      The   decision   whether   or   not

a   stay   is   necessary,   however,   requires   a  balancing  of   the

relative  harms   to  the  parties--a  determination  that   is  within   the

sound  discretion   of   the  bankruptcy   court.

F.2d   1365    (loth   Ci[.1979);

Inre 01mstead,    608

In   re   MacDonald,    755   F.2d   715    (9th

Cir.1985).      That   decision  must   be   based   primarily   on

7       CK   also   sought   a   declaration   that   the   stay  was   inapplicable
to   the   action   in  C82-0794J,   on   the  grounds   that   t.itle   to   the
funds   in  question  has   always   been  held  by   CK,   so   the   funds

i!is:i::!!!:;i;i!!!!i:!#::;i:!!i!ii;;:i::i::::i:i:8;;;::
bankruptcy  court.     Unlike   the   request   for  modification  of   the

the  bankruptcy   court   to  passuest   wouldre
sd ction  of trict   court.   -Second,   the

argumenE  begs   the  entire  question  of  whether   a  constructive
trust   exists.     Obviously,   iipon  a   finding   that   the   funds
belong  to  CK,   the  bankruptcy   court   would   direct   the   trustee
to   turn  over   any   funds   within   the   jurisdiction  of   the   court
to   the   rightful   owner.     But   that   presumes   such   a   finding.•:::t?::k:¥P:£¥sC::::o::§  Correct   in  refusing  to  grant  this

stay,   thi
on  the   ju
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facilitating   a   fair   and   eff icient   administration  of   the

bankruptcy   estate.

In   denying  CK'g  motion,   the  bankruptcy   coiirt   gave  no

e-xplanation   for   refusing  the   requested  modif ication  of   the  stay.

Without   some   statement   o£  ,reasons,   review   for   any  possible   abuse

of  discretion   is   impossible.     The  refusal   to   issue   the   stay  may

also  have  been  a  result  of   the  lower   court's  premature  rejection

of   CK's   constructive   trust   theory.     For   these   reasons,   that

portion  of   the   ruling  denying   the   requested  modif ication  of   the

stay   is   also   remanded   for   further   consideration.

In   the   present   case,   the   issuance   or   non-issuat}ce   of   an

order   modifying   the   Stay   will   determine   in  which   court   CK's

constructive   trust   claim  can  be   tried,   properly   a   choice   for   the

bankruptcy  court.     §£i, In   re   Olmstead,    608   F.2d   at   1367.      This

choice  depends   on   a   balancirig   of   the   prejudice   that   CK,   Paiute,

the  trustee   or   any  other   party  might   suf fer   as   a  result   of   the

claim  being  heard   in  either   court.     If  practicable,   the   result

should  not   require  CK  to  bring   separate  actions   to  regain   the

funds   from  Paiute,   the   trustee   or  Cotro-Manes.     The   court  below

must   consider,   after  applying  the  above  tracing  principles,   over

tphat   part   of   the   fiinds   the  bankruptcy  court   can  obtain

`jurisdiction.     On   the  other   Side   of   the  consideration   ig   the

exte.nt  defending  an  action   in  district  coilrt  might   prejudice

Paiute  or   the   administration   of   its   estate.     Only   after   a   careful

weighing  of   all   these   factors   can   the  bankruptcy   court  make   an
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informed   ruling   as   to  whether   or   not   the   stay   Should  be  nodif ied.

Ill.    CONCLUSION

In   surmary,   CK's   claim  to  a   construct`ive   trust   should  be

heard   and   specif ic   i indings   of   fact   and  conclusions   of  law  should

be  made  with  respect   to  the  tracing  of  any  trust   funds,

jurisdiction  over   the   funds   and,   if  necessary,   the  existence  of   a

trust   relationship.      CK  mi]st   cormence   an  adversary  proceeding

within   30   days   of   issuance   of   this   order.      If   CK  does   cormence   an

adversary   proceeding,   the  bankruptcy   coi]rt   Should   f irst   determine

whether   the   trust   funds   exist   and   are  within  the   jurisdiction  of

the  bankruptcy   coi]rt.     This  may   require   ttiat   the   court   disregard

the  merits   of   the   trilst   claim  and   proceed   to  apply   the   tracing

principles   discussed   above   for   purposes   of   this   jurisdictional

analysis.      If ,   after   this   analysis,   ttie   court   determines  both

that   it  has   jurisdiction  and   that   the  claim   is   appropriately

heard   in   an   adversary   proceeding   in  bankruptcy   coi]rt,   it   can   then

proceed   to  adjudicate  whether   or   not   the   trust   ever   existed.

Otherwise,   the  bat`kruptcy  court   should   issue  an  appropriate

modification  of   the  stay,   if  applicable.     Accordingly,   the

bankruptcy  court's   ruling  that   this  case   is   inappropriate   for   a
`constructive  trust   and   its  denial  of   the  motion   for  modification

®f   stay  are  vacated  and   the   case   remanded   to   the  bankruptcy  court

for   further   proceedings   consistent   with   this   opinion.
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On   the   other   hand,   the   question  of  tthether   or   not   CK

is  entitled   to   f ile  a  valid  proof  of  claim  is  not  presently

justiciable,   that   claim  having  been  f iled  and   at   this  point

remaining  unchallenged   and   unadjudicated.     Likewise,   challenges

t`o  the  Court   of  Appeals'   jurisdiction  are  no  more  correctly

addressed   tS  this   court   than  to  the  bankruptcy  court.     The

bat`kruptcy   court   correctly  denied   those  portions   of  CK's  motion

and   this   court   affirms.

So   ordered.

Dated   this     &`       dayof

BY   THE   COURT

1986.


